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FROM THE
CEO’S DESK

R

ajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan has been dealing with
various significant issues for last 28
years. These issues include women
empowerment, sustainable livelihood, environment conservation,
education, health. It is a matter of
pride. The organization, according
to the Mahatma Gandhi’s principle
“A little determination and your faith
to the aim may change the history.”
is striving for the development of
marginalized and deprived section.
The annual report represents the
appreciable works of the organization.

food security of thousands of people
was secured. Important needs like
sanitizers, PPE Kit, Masks, Gloves,
Face shields etc were provided to
various departments like sanitation,
police, health etc. 34 lakh people
joined in the social media campaign
of RSKS India and got aware of the
pandemic. Public awareness of the
protocols and safety from corona
virus was done. Thousands of sanitary napkins were distributed to
women for the safe menstrual health.
Cash grant was provided to disabled
people for self employment. This
all was possible only because of the
joint effect of our team, partners,
Corona pandemic has affected all government and stakeholders. We
class over the world. Along with are grateful to the hundreds of people
this lakhs and crores of people who volunteered with us for free.
have been affected due to it, people
have lost their employment, our I appreciate the noble work of Raeconomy has gone down and in jasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan
this situation the responsibility of and hope them to continue their
non-profit organizations towards significant efforts.
the migrant labour, poor, disabled,
marginalized etc needy people is
increased.
In this situation, Rajasthan Samgrah
Kalyan Sansthan launched ‘’Together
We Can’’ Campaign under Covid-19
humanitarian relief. In this campaign

Dr. SN Sharma Deepak
CEO of RSKS India
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ABOUT
RSKS INDIA
R

ajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan (RSKS India)
is a Grassroots Indian Non Profit organization
(NGO) Situated at the FootHill of Aravali Range in
Holy City Ajmer District of Rajasthan state.
The organization was founded in the year 1992, by
the group of young sensitive youths in the interest
of the society. RSKS A pioneer organization helping
marginalized women & Girls in India.
RSKS is a pioneer in promotion of Women Empowerment, Sustainable Livelihood, Girls Education,
Disability, Gender Equality, Child Rights & Welfare,
Agriculture, Environmental and Water issues for the
Marginalized & deprived sections of the community.
RSKS is registered a society under the societies Registration act 1958 (Rule – 28). The Foreign Contribution
Regulation Act (FCRA), 2010. 12A and 80G section of
Income Tax Act, 1961.iso-9001-2008 certified. Also
2014 to 2020 Top Rated Great Nonprofit.
RSKS India Has Been Granted Special Consultative
Status (2015) By The Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC) of The United Nation.

WORKING AREA

MISSION
RSKS India Help Alleviate Illiteracy,
Poverty, Violence Against Women,
Social Evils By Facilitating
Empowerment of Women’s
& Girls From Deprived and
Marginalized Communities.

VISION
Attainment of Healthy, Educate &
Self Reliant Community Through A
Process of a nurturing, Sustainable
Livelihood, Solidarity & Peace.

GOAL
Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan
Sansthan’s main objective is
that 2 lakh women and girls of
marginalized section may get
graceful life, better livelihood,
self-reliance, education and
better health.
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PARTNERS, SUPPORTERS
AND NETWORK
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
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STOP VIOLENCE
AGAINST WOMEN
DESCRIPTION

M

any cases of female violence
are reported every year, which
is very sad. Against this, project was
being operated by RSKS India in
the inaccessible village of Pisangan
block and awareness activities like
workshop, posters, end paintings,
street plays, rallies and road shows
were conducted on a large scale.
The message of prevention of violence against women reached the
male dominated society. This year,
an awareness workshop on social
evils like eradication of women
violence, child marriage, gender
inequality, dowry etc. was organized
by RSKS India in more than 150
inaccessible rural areas.

WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT

R

SKS India has established new dimensions by successfully
working towards women empowerment. In the direction of
women’s empowerment, rural women became self-reliant due to
the project run by RSKS India and they also became free from the
social evils and bondage. Only by making empowerment a verdict,
women can make their own presence in the male dominated society
and can also lead the society. RSKS India operated the following
project for women empowerment:

To make school girls aware of social
evils, Poster competition on social
activities was organized in more
than 150 girls’ schools and wall
paintings were also made. This also
made the school girl aware of social
malpractices and became aware.
RSKS India through more than 250
street plays, puppet shows, rallies,
road shows, signature campaigns,
the rural masses were made aware
and message of creating a women
violence free society was given.
In a unique initiative under this
project, the organization also explained the good touch and bad
touch to the small school children.
Under this, information about good
touch and bad touch was given to
school children through flip chart,
color chart etc in 70 schools.

OBJECTIVE / GOALS

T

he main objective of this project was to bring gender
equality within the male dominated society, respect
for women, end social malpractices, decrease in dowry
system and women should also have equal rights in society.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Organized awareness program in more than 70
villages of Pisangan block.

2. Organized more than 150 workshops in which
around 5000 people participated.

3. Poster competition was organized in 160 schools.
4. 4,000 women and men participated in the 140
awareness activities.

5. Program of Good Touch and Bad Touch was
organized in 70 schools.

6. Formation of 12 Yuva Sathi Club.

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
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SELF HELP
GROUP PROJECT
DESCRIPTION:

OBJECTIVE / GOALS

S

T

elf help group project was being
operated by RSKS India in 100
inaccessible regions of many villages.
Through SHG, women of poor and
disadvantaged communities were being
empowered financially by building
up their capacities and increasing
self-confidence. More than 350 SHGs
were formed this year by the RSKS
Organization and provided them
with financial assistance for economic
activity by banks.
3800 women became a part of this
project run by RSKS India. All SHG’s
had monthly basis meeting to discuss
employment and work of women.
RSKS Team members also informed
them about financial and banking
sector. With financial support, women
have set up employment units and
have been doing self employment.

he main objective of this project
was to achieve socio-economic
development of rural women through
a mobilization and to provide leadership in the society by eradicating the
distinction between high and low.

ACHIEVEMENTS:
1. Operated in 100 inaccessible regional villages.

2. Formation of more than 350 SHGs with active
participation of about 3400 women.

3. 94% women attended SHG bank per month.

4. All women are involved in business activity.

5. 100% women got knowledge of banking sector.
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CAPACITY BUILDING,
LIFE SKILLS AND
LEADERSHIP TRAINING
DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE / GOALS

U

T

nder this program, self-help
group women were trained
by capacity building training, life
skills training, leadership training
and primary education was also
given by RSKS India. This year
more than 200 SHGs were imparted various types of training.
Through this training, the ability of
women along with their knowledge
has increased.
Now they are able to run their
own employment better as well as
increasing the livelihood resources.
By this, the social and economic
status of women in the family and
society is improved. The participation of women in government
and panchayati programs increased.
Women have got strength with the
help of this group and it has providing them an integrated platform
where both participation and role
of women is important.

o increase the capacity and life
skills of women of self-help
groups, so that they can better
manage economic resources and
ensure their livelihood.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. More than 200 SHG’s were given
different types of training.

2. 2200 women got the benefit of
training and their orientation
was done.

3. After training, 100% trained women
gained capacity building and
knowledge of life skills.

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
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E SHAKTI

POSITIVE FATHERHOOD

DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE

DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE

T

T

T

T

he SHG were digitalized through the
E-Shakti project by Rajasthan Samgrah
Kalyan Sansthan. The entire information of
120 self-help group accounts was recorded
by the organization with the help of mobile
application in which information of group
members, accounts of their savings, bookkeeping etc. were recorded through mobile
application. In the monthly meeting of the
organization, the savings of women were
updated with the help of mobile. This project is a further step towards Digital India.
This project has increased transparency in
the work of self-help groups and helped
in collecting data of the group. With the
help of this project, the self-help group
was digitized financially.

o digitalize the account to the SHGs through E-Shakti
project. This will bring transparency in the work of
self-help groups.

FEATURE POINTS
1. Digitalization was done in the accounts of 12 self-

help groups by Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan.

2. Self-help group savings, bookkeeping, transaction
update information was received through
mobile application.

3. The operation of the project facilitated self-help
group data collection and at the same time the
transparency of the work was great.

he Positive Fatherhood Project was
organized by the Rajasthan Samgrah
Kalyan Sansthan in the inaccessible villages of Sawai Madhopur district. The aim
of which is to make the rural population
aware of social evils like female molestation,
child marriage etc. by organizing awareness
programs in rural areas. The project area is
followed up periodically by the organization.
For which the Village Action Group was
formed in the villages by the organization.
This group makes people aware by organizing awareness programs from time to
time. Under this, the Village Action Group
organized workshops on eve teasing in
two villages in which young boy, girl, rural
community and village official participated.
The Village Action Group worked to end
the evil practices prevalent in the society
and their aim was to give women a place
like men in the male dominated society.

o digitalize the account to the SHGs through E-Shakti
project. This will bring transparency in the work of
self-help groups.

FEATURE POINTS
1. Awareness was brought in rural areas about social
evils like female molestation, child marriage etc.

2. Village Action Group was formed to prevent
incidents of tampering.

3. The participation of the village official, public
community and the younger generation was
increased in the awareness program.

4. Village Action Group was making the society

aware and increased the participation of women in
the society.
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PATHSHALA:
A PLATFORM FOR
QUALITY EDUCATION

OBJECTIVE / GOALS

T

o connect the poor and deprived community girls of 6 to 14 years old with
mainstream education by giving them quality
education through the Pathshala schools.

RSKS India worked on a
variety of educational
models for girl’s education
and better literacy, which
aimed to provide quality
education to the girls in the
country so that their future
can become beautiful by
becoming educated.

DESCRIPTION

ACHIEVEMENTS

P

1. Operation of 8 Pathshala schools in 8

athshala” was a model of girl education
development, in which RSKS India
worked to connect the school drop-out girls
of 6 to 14 years old with the mainstream
education. RSKS India operated 8 Pathshala
schools in 8 remote villages, in which 240
poor and underprivileged community drop
out girls received free education. It is through
the school itself that the basic knowledge
of English, discipline, hygiene, rights etc
were also given for the development of
these girls. The main focus of RSKS was
to provide quality education so that these
girls can be linked to mainstream education. Pathshala schools enrolled 180 girls
in the last session. Sports and recreational
activities were also organized in the school
every week for the healthy growth of girls.
Periodical festivals, social days were also
celebrated with great enthusiasm.

remote villages.

2. Total 240 girls got better education in 8
Pathshala schools.

3. At the end of the session, 180 girls were enrolled
in the school.

4. One day per week, education of discipline,
sanitation, moral values were taught.

5. Organized exercise, yoga, and sports for one day
per week.

6. Organized festival and social days in Pathshala.
7. Girls got basic knowledge of English.

EDUCATION
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UDAAN:
A SCHOOL FOR
DROPOUT WOMEN
OBJECTIVE

ACHIEVEMENTS

T

1. RSKS India operated 2 Udaan schools which

o make women literate by giving basic education to the school dropout
women of rural community and increase
their confidence.

educated 70 illiterate women.

2. 25 women of Udaan school passed eighth
grade examination.

3. RSKS India conducted the exam from time to time.

DESCRIPTION

I

n this model of education development,
women who have left their studies were
taught in order to make them literate.
70 women of 2 Udaan School run by RSKS
India were being made literate through
Udaan School. In Udaan schools, women
were being taught Hindi, English, and
Mathematics easily. Now these women
write their own name & in addition they
can read the newspaper etc. All the women
coming to Udaan school were illiterate,
they did not even know to write their own
names but now these women can also do
their signature. RSKS India also took the
test of these women from time to time
so that there results could be successfully
evaluated. Along with the book knowledge,
life skills and practical knowledge was
also given to these women. It is a matter
of great pleasure for the RSKS India that
25 women of Udaan school gave 8th class
exam and got distinction. All this reflects
the success of the program and RSKS India.

4. Book knowledge along with life skills and practical
knowledge were given.

5. All women became literate and now they can sign in
place of thumb.
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GURUKUL:
THE STREET CHILD EDUCATION
DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE / GOALS

G

T

urukul was a form of education in
which poor destitute children living on slum roadside were linked with
mainstream education. 30 poor children
have been connected with mainstream
education through Gurukul, these children
were taught the book knowledge as well
as the lesson of morals and discipline for
the overall development of these children.
For the better health of these children
sports, yoga and balanced nutrition work
was also done. These children are now
associated with mainstream education and
go to school.

o connect the poor children living in
the slums with mainstream education
through the Gurukul school so that they can
also become an integral part of the society.

ACHIEVEMENTS

EDUCATION

EDUCATION FOR EVERY GIRL
DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE / GOALS

E

D

ducation is the equal right of all children. It is
a format to encourage education. RSKS India
distributed education material to 6-14 years old
school girls to ensure that there is no hindrance
in the education of these girls belonging to the
deprived communities. This year, RSKS distributed
education material to 16,000 girls which included
copies, book, notebooks, rubber, pencils school
dress, school bags, shoes, color sets etc. RSKS India
also distributed tablets to encourage the education
of 2 girls who came in Merit in the District in class
8th examination.

1. 30 poor children were given good education
taught morals and discipline.

3. Gurukul’s children were enrolled in schools.
4. Information about sports and balanced nutrition
was also given for better health.

ue to lack of education material, the education
of any poor deprived community or needy girl
child should not be interrupted and they should not
be deprived of education.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Education material was distributed for the
development of education of 16,000 girls.

Tablet distribution to 2 girls for higher level

2. education development.

in Gurukul.

2. Along with book knowledge they were also
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FINANCIAL LITERACY
DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE / GOALS

E

T

ven today women in rural areas do not go to
the bank for banking transactions. The main
reason for this is that rural women do not have
knowledge of banking system. Hence the financial
literacy campaign was conducted by Rajasthan
Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan. The program of financial literacy was also important because bank
fraud happens to the rural people in the coming
days, so through financial literacy organized by
RSKS India, 530 rural women were also informed
about banking transaction and financial schemes.
Rural women also showed interest in the program
and became financially literate. RSKS India conveyed
the message of banking work safely to women and
asked them to avoid banking fraud. Through the
program, rural women became financially literate
and started participating in banking transactions.
Now these women are going to the bank and doing
the transactions themselves.

he main objective of this program was to explain the financial and banking practices to
women in rural areas and to make them aware of
banking frauds.

FEATURE POINTS
1. 530 rural women got information about
banking practices and financial schemes
through workshop.

2. Women became aware of online
banking fraud.

3. Knowledge of banking transactions increased
and also participation of women in banking
work also increased.
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SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOOD

S

kill development training was
being conducted by RSKS India
to make the women and girls of
poor and deprived communities
in rural areas economical, empowered and self-reliant. Self-reliant
and self-employed was made by
RSKS India by providing skill
development training to women
in 5 different trades which were
Garment Making, Bag Making,
Handicraft, Beauty Parlour, Azolla
farming and Organic Farming.
In these trainings, priority was
given to divorced, widowed, disabled, violence-affected women.
Since the training was conducted
in rural areas, the training was
theoretical and experimental,
which made it easier for women
and girls to learn.
This year 20 batches were organized by RSKS India in which
600 women and young girls were
benefitted through vocational
training. During the training itself,
training for life skills, leadership,
and capacity building was also
imparted to women, which also
increased women’s self-confidence
and knowledge of life. For the

ACHIEVEMENTS
success of training and making
women self-employed, RSKS India organized an exhibition, hut
market and a job fair to enable
women to get better employment.
Sports and recreational activities
for women were also organized
from time to time. Their skill
net group was formed during
training to keep women together.
Through the group, women meet
every month and also collect their
savings. Mobilization of the group
gave stability to the project. Women and girls meet together every
month and share their problems
and solve them all together. In
these meetings, women and girls
also discussed employment and
strategies for the future.

OBJECTIVE / GOALS

T

o increase the capacity and life
skills of women of self-help
groups, so that they can better
manage economic resources and
ensure their livelihood.
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EDP: Successful Entrepreneurship Training

Economic Development of
The School Dropout Young Women &
Girls Through Vocational Training
DESCRIPTION

SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD

1. The organization organized

skill training for women in 5
different trades.

2. 600 women were made

employable and selfsufficient with a total of 20
batches of operation in the
inaccessible villages.

3. The training was kept

experimental and theoretical.

4. Organized sports and

recreational activities
during training.

5. Organized life skill,

leadership, and capacity
building training to make
women and girls self-reliant.

6. Organized exhibition/
hut market to learn
marketing tricks.

7. Job fairs were organized
to provide employment
opportunities.

8. Skill Net Groups/SHG’s

were formed and loan was
arranged to stabilize the
work and start employment.

DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE

I

P

t has often seen that despite having better
skill/knowledge, women are unable to
do jobs because they do not know how to
get better management and guidance for
employment. Therefore, EDP training was
organized for women and girls by RSKS
India. 600 women of 20 batches were given
EDP training which was organized by the
RSKS this year. Through this training,
women learned the tricks of successful
entrepreneurship and learned better management for employment. Through EDP
training, the women learned closely about
self-employment and also gained knowledge
of work efficiency. After learning from
this training, most of the women took
up self-employment and stepped up and
became self-sufficient.

rovide better management and guidance in order to use
skills and intelligence for setting up of employment unit.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Organized EDP training in 20 batches.

2. 600 women and girls learned the tricks of
successful entrepreneurship.

3. Women and girls learned tricks of employment and
better supervision through training.

4. After EDP training, women got self-employed and
made a move towards empowerment.

Skill Support Mission
DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE

S

T

kill Support Mission was organized
by Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan and FVTRS. This year a workshop,
seminar etc. programs were organized
by the organization in the Skill Support
Mission, based on the theme of Job for All
Youth, in which successful entrepreneurs,
government officials and young people
participated extensively. Youth benefited
from this program. This campaign along
with the needs of skill training helped in
mobilizing resources and making the youth
skill aware. This campaign was mainly
to promote skill training of the poor and
needy youth living among the community.
The youth participated enthusiastically in
this program. The poster of Skill Support
Mission was also released on the occasion.

he objective of the Skill Support Mission is to seek
employment resources for skilled youth and connect
them with self-employment.

FEATURE POINTS
1. Workshops and seminars were organized for the
youth under the Skill Support Mission.

2. In the program based on the theme of Job for Every
Youth, youth were informed about skills training
along with raising employment resources.
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Socio Economic Empowerment with
Solidarity for Persons with Disabilities
DESCRIPTION

U

nder this Disabled Welfare
Project, RSKS India aimed to
make people with disabilities stronger
in education, health, employment,
social security and empowerment
and added them to the mainstream
of the society. For this RSKS India
selected 16 villages in Pisangan
block where the project was being
operated under which there were
460 disabled people participation.
There was no age limit in this
project as disabled of any age were
not getting their rights in today’s
time, hence the organization was
constantly fighting for their rights
and benefited them.

solidarity, for which 4 DPO groups
were formed in the project area by
RSKS India. DPO group i.e. Disabled
People Organization, RSKS India
Organized 4 DPO which included
about 90 disabled people.

The purpose of the DPO was that
people with disabilities will be
organized in groups and then they
fight united for their rights and
become economically and socially
empowered. Monthly DPO meetings were held by RSKS members,
their problems were discussed in
the meetings as well as the rights of
disabled people were also discussed.
Information about the scheme
Under the program, digital handi- brought by the government for
capped certificates of more than 100 the disabled was also given in the
handicapped people were provided DPO meetings.
by RSKS members, which was
their basic right. 20 Handicapped The DPO become a platform where
who needed helpful accessories, people with disabilities were fighting
were provided the accessories they altogether for their rights and workneeded by the help of resources. ing for the benefit of the disabled.
In order to enable the disabled people In the coming time, the objective
to become more empowered, 40 of the organization is that DPO’s
disabled people were linked with will be formed in all the villages
employment by RSKS India which of the work region. Through the
includes NREGA, open wages, daily DPO, all the disabled people will
wages, shop and self-employment. be able to follow up every month,
so that their work information and
Under the project, more than 100 problem is resolved continuously.
disabled people were linked to various types of social security schemes Under this project special attensuch as disabled pension, old age tion was given to children with
pension, widow pension, Indira disabilities from 0 to 14 years beAwas Yojana, Jan Aadhaar Card cause this age is their learning
scholarship etc. The sustainability of but disability impedes them from
the project required all handicapped learning. Therefore, RSKS workers
people to be grouped together in did home based activities with these

children. Under the Home based
activity, the handicapped child were
taught by identifying the obstacle
and how to overcome that obstacle
easily and also the activities of the
disabled children in daily life was
also discussed. Special attention
was given to them because the
handicapped child is not able to do
daily activities himself and is dependent on the family. Therefore, the
family members were taught how
to make the daily activities of the
child accessible so that they can do
it themselves and then the parents
can do their own work.
RSKS members conducted home
based activity with children with
disabilities every week and benefited
more than 40 disabled children at
home. Some disabled children were
also being given education based
activity which is also increasing the
knowledge of these children with
the help of Simple tools, charts,
color cards, matching cards, etc.
It was the first step towards education. The role of family members
was important in this period as they
were regularly with the disabled
child, so whatever activity is done,
their family members were involved
and they were taught the same so
that they can regularly repeat the
activities at home.
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OBJECTIVE / GOALS

ACHIEVEMENTS

B

1. The project was being operated in

y empowering people with disabilities
in the five important pillars which are
health, education, employment, social and
empowerment. Also to increase disabled
people participation in society by making
them self-reliant.

16 villages.

2. Work was being done for the health,

education, employment, empowerment,
social security of 460 disabled people in the
project area.

3. Disabled certificate of more than 100
handicapped were created.

4. 30 handicapped were provided with helpful
handicapped accessories.

5. 4 DPO’s were formed in which 90
handicapped people are active.

6. 40 handicapped children were getting home
based activity every week.
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ENVIRONMENT
AND SANITATION
Adopt a Tree; Save Environment & Earth
DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE / GOALS

R

T

SKS India is determined for its program
towards environmental protection. Under this project, various types of awareness
programs for environmental protection
were organized by the RSKS Organization
in which intensive plantation, awareness
workshop and poster competition and
public rally were prominent.
Plantation work was done regularly by
the organization and this year, thousands
of fruit and shady saplings were planted
by the RSKS organization in association
with the local community with the active
participation of the local people as well as
the people through the workshop by the
organization, the importance of environmental protection was explained.
RSKS India also taught school children
about the environmental protection through
poster competition and rallies. Poster
competition on environmental protection theme in 50 schools was organized
and prizes were awarded to children who
did better painting. Along with this, an
awareness rally was also organized by the
school children by planting trees.

o promote environmental protection through plantation and
also to encourage people to plant
trees through awareness programs.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. More than 1000 fruitful and
shady trees were planted.

2. Poster competition and rally
were organized with school
children of 50 schools.

3. Organized workshop for

environmental protection
which people supported.
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ENVIRONMENT AND SANITATION

SAVE THE INNOCENT
SPARROW BIRDS
DESCRIPTION

PURPOSE OR GOAL

T

T

he sparrow bird is being counted among the
endangered species as its number has decreased
considerably. This project was being conducted
for the protection of sparrow bird, under which
awareness program was organized, sparrows houses
were provided by RSKS India to provide safe accommodation to the sparrow. This year, 400 bird
houses were set up by RSKS India at government
buildings, places like Parks, temples, monuments
etc. Participation of local people was important
in this program. The organization along with the
local people installed sparrow houses and their
food utensils.
On the demand of many bird lovers, they were also
personally given sparrow houses and bird food
utensils. From time to time, the workshop for the
conservation of sparrow bird was also organized
by the RSKS Organization in collaboration with
the local people.

o promote environmental protection through
plantation and also to encourage people to
plant trees through awareness programs.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. 400 bird houses were set up to give safe
accommodation to sparrow bird.

2. 200 bird food and water utensils were
installed for sparrow bird.

CLEAN INDIA
CAMPAIGN

T

he objective of the “Clean India Campaign was to establish an ideal village by making
the rural area clean and garbage free. Total sanitation campaign was carried out
in various villages by the RSKS India. All the villagers contributed to the seven-day
sanitation program, whether child or elder, female or male.

3. Sparrow bird houses were set up with

Involving the school children in this campaign, RSKS organized a poster competition
and public rally with them in which the message of cleanliness was given, as well as
planting of trees at places like Gram Panchayat, Hospital, Temples, schools etc.

4. After the operation of the project, now

The children took an oath of cleanliness and took care of their safety by adopting trees.
The result of this campaign made the entire village clean and dirt free, which laid the
foundation of the ideal village.

local people and awareness workshop was
also organized.
the number of sparrow birds is increased.
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CHILD RIGHT
AND WELFARE
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1. Discipline and Moral
_ Values Camp

MAKE A WISH FOR
STREET & SLUM KIDS

OBJECTIVE / GOALS

T

o fulfill basic and important
needs like health, education,
nutrition of poor children of street,
slums and disadvantaged sections,
so that their standard of living can
be improved.

DESCRIPTION

P

oor children living in slums along
the road were far away from basic needs like health, education and
nutrition. It was often seen that they
indulge in unethical acts like theft,
begging etc to fulfill their basic needs.
The main objective of this project
was that by providing facilities like
better health, education, nutrition
to these poor children, they should
be linked with the mainstream of
the society.
RSKS surveyed the slum children
located around the city to fulfill the
objective of this project and got
their basic requirement. A total
of 525 children were identified
by the organization and provided
basic facilities like health, education
and nutrition through activities.
The following activities were organized by the organization this year:

With access to all the slums of the city,
RSKS India organized discipline and
moral values camp with all the children.
The organization taught discipline to these
children through sports while doing more
than 40 different sports activities. And the
moral values were taught because these
children were found to be indulging in
unethical activities like theft, intoxication,
abusive speech and begging. Hence, morality lessons and discipline were taught by
games, which made children understand
the respect of children, cleanliness in daily
life, not stealing and behaving well.

2. Proper Nutritional Diet and
_ health awareness
Children living in slums were malnourished
and did not get physical development due
to lack of nutritious food. For this, health
awareness and balanced nutrition diet
program were organized by RSKS Organization. Under it, 30 programs, informed
about nutritional elements and explained
their needs in the body through flip charts,
nutrient charts, videos and posters.
Under this program, RSKS members prepared nutritious food in the slum and fed it
to the children. Health checkup of children
was also done under this program, in which
their weight and height were measured
according to age.

3. Sports and cultural
programs
From time to time, RSKS India organized sports and cultural programs to
keep these children healthy. The organization did more than 50 programs.
Sports, yoga, exercises, recreational sports
etc were organized in which the children
participated enthusiastically.

4. Connection to Education
These children were taught by RSKS
members through sports which increased
their interest in education. The events
were supported by RSKS members as well
as local people and volunteers who taught
these children regularly. Now most of these
children have moved towards education.
With the encouragement of the organization, the dream of these children of getting
enrolled in school was being fulfilled as
they were linked with the mainstream
of education.

5. Festival and nutritious
_ food details
The festivals that come from time to time
are celebrated with these children by RSKS
India. Under this, Holi, Diwali, Christmas
and other festivals were organized in which
food items, firecrackers, colors, gifts, sweets,
biscuits were distributed to the children
and 400 dresses were also distributed to
the children.
In order to make the childhood of poor
little ones happy, 300 toys and gifts were
distributed by the organization so that
these children would rejoice happily and
happiness returned to their faces once again
because all this was just a dream for these
children, which RSKS turned into reality.

6. Woolen jacket and
_ sweater distribution
In the cold winter, these children had only
old torn clothes to cover their bodies.
319 jackets and sweaters were distributed by the RSKS India to prevent cold.
The children were very happy wearing
jackets because now they got a woolen
jacket to protect them from the cold.
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HEALTH

SAFE MOTHERHOOD
DESCRIPTION

PURPOSE OR GOAL

E

W

very woman should get better health facility
during pregnancy and also balanced nutrition,
so for this women were made aware through
workshop under this project by RSKS India. RSKS
India made women aware through a workshop in
40 villages on safe motherhood in order to create
healthy newborn baby. Many types of problems arose
due to lack of care of woman while her pregnancy.
Apart from this, information about family planning
was also given to women through the workshop.
Women in rural areas do not have complete information at the time of conception and due to this it
leads to the death of a newborn child. In order to
prevent this, regular follow-up of pregnant women
was being taken by the Anganwadi teachers after
the encouragement from RSKS India and the investigation is also being done, after which they also
got nutritious food packets and medicines.

omen should get the right to health services with safe motherhood.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Organized 40 workshops on safe

motherhood and health awareness in
inaccessible village, which made women
aware.

2. Safety and nutrition information was
given during pregnancy.

3. Openly discussion on family planning.

HEALTH
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BE FREE, BE HAPPY, BE SMILEY
DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE

E

T

ven today, women and young girls in
rural areas use traditional resources
such as cloth, cotton, newspaper during
menstruation. Because of this, women
have to face many types of diseases and
infections. RSKS India is working to
spread awareness on this sensitive issue.
RSKS India encouraged women to use sanitary napkins and make menstruation safe.
More than 2,000 women were made aware
and distribution of thousands sanitary napkins through more than 50 workshops were
done by RSKS India. This encouraged the
use of sanitary napkins. Women become
aware by joining the program and are now
using sanitary napkins.

o provide information about menstrual health
to women and young girls of inaccessible village
and to encourage the use of sanitary napkins for
safe menstruation.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Through awareness activity of this project, more
than 2000 women benefited and became aware.

2. 1000 sanitary napkins were distributed.

3. Women were informed about menstrual health
through more than 50 workshops.

4. The program emphasized the use of sanitary
napkins and conveyed habit change.

HEALTH
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KILL MALARIA
SAVE HUMAN LIFE
DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE

M

T

alaria is a global disease that is showing its effects all over the world.
It is a mosquito-borne disease that spreads
more in the dirty area and people living
in slum habitat are more affected by this
disease because the dirt is spread around
the slum area.
RSKS India selected these types of slums
and conducted awareness activities against
malaria over there. RSKS India selected 20
slum settlements in the city and organized
the workshop there. In this, the entire slum
was cleaned along with the residents and
the dirty water was removed. Mosquito
nets were distributed by the RSKS India to
people living in mosquito-affected areas.
Mosquito nets were distributed by the RSKS
Organization to a total of 500 families who
live in the mosquito effective area. With
the use of mosquito nets, they were able
to sleep peacefully and without any fear.

o spread awareness about global epidemic malaria as well as to provide better health to the
people living in slum colonies.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Awareness programs were organized in 20
urban slums.

2. Mosquito nets were distributed to 500 families.
3. Cleanliness campaign were organized in the
slum area.
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RELIEF TO
MDR & XDR TB PATIENTS
DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE

T

T

B is a global disease in which the suffering person has to face many types of
difficulties. In TB, the person starts losing
weight and has weakness, which requires
the patient to eat protein-rich food, but
people from lower strata are not able to
buy protein-rich diet. RSKS India helped
TB MDR patients with protein dietary
content. RSKS India distributed regular
protein rich diet to 20 TB MDR patients
every month which included Soyabean,
Dal, Chana Dal, Moong Dal, Egg Tray,
Milk, etc. The intake of major protein
content increased their weight and made
them healthy.

o provide better health and protein content
to the people belonging to the lower classes
suffering from global disease like TB.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Regular follow-up and health checkup of 20 TB
MDR patients was done.

2. Distribution of protein rich food items every
month to 20 patients was done.

3. Increase in weight of patients and they
became healthy.

HEALTH
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FOOD SECURITY
FOR VULNERABLE ELDERLY
DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE

I

T

t is often seen in our society that parents
who took care and nurtured their children
throughout their life have to face loneliness
in their old age. There are some cases in
front of RSKS India in which older women are unable to get food for two times.
So ration material was distributed by the
RSKS India for the better health of such
older women.
RSKS India distributed ration every month
regularly and provided food security to 20
old women. This ration material included
flour, rice, sugar, oil, spices, salt, vegetable,
milk, etc., which ensured food security of
the old age women for one month and
they were able to get food for two times.

o ensure food security and better health of old
age women.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Under the program, food security of 20 older
women was secured.

2. Regularly distribution of ration material to all
20 women per month was done.

3. Better health due to consumption of food items.
4. Now these women are living a respectable life.
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CAMPAIGN AND ADVOCACY
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SOCIAL DAYS IN THE FIELD
DESCRIPTION

R

SKS India respects all religions and makes/
celebrates all festivals and social days coming
from time to time with great interest amongst the
community. It’s main purpose is that people are
forgetting the importance of social, festival-day and
they do not even know its importance. Hence RSKS
India organized festivals and social days with the
people. This year the following festival and social
day were organized by the organization:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CAMPAIGN &
ADVOCACY

Earth Day
Holi Festival
International Women’s Day
Environment Day
International Girl’s Day
Peace Day
Gandhi Jayanti
AIDS Day
Diwali Celebration
Christmas
Labor Day
Ambedkar Jayanti
Disabled Day
Children’s Day
Teacher’s Day
Yoga Day etc.

More than 40 more social days were organized
by RSKS India in which the participation of the
people has been prominent. On these social days,
poster competitions, workshops, street plays,
puppet plays, road shows, cultural events, sports
or awareness activities were organized by RSKS
India. Competitions were organized to make
people participate in all kinds of events and prizes
were given to the winners.

PURPOSE OR GOAL

W

hile Making the community a participant in
celebrating the festival or spreading awareness
on any social topic and organizing the activity and
spreading the importance of social day to the people.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. More than 40 social days and festivals were
organized by RSKS.

2. Participation of mass community was seen in
all programs.

3. Organized posters, cultural, street
plays, puppet shows, workshops,
sports competitions.

4. Winners were encouraged by prizes in all
the contests.
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SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
GOALS
1. SDG for women empowerment
RSKS India is fully pursuing gender equality and setting goals annually
for and till 2030. While pursuing the program, the target was being
met every year and an action plan was made keeping the SDG in view.

2. SDG for sustainable livelihood
RSKS India is fully pursuing poverty alleviation under livelihood
development and was setting goals every year till 2030. The target
was met every year and at the same time the action plan is made by
keeping a close watch on the SDG.

3. SDG for education
RSKS India is fully following quality education and is prescribing
Goal every year till 2030. The target is being met every year and the
action plan is made keeping in mind the SDG.

4. SDG for Health
RSKS India is fully pursuing better health and is setting goals every
year till 2030. Actions were done for better health by setting targets
every year, as well as an action plan is made every year keeping the
SDG in view.

5. SDG for Child Right and Welfare
RSKS India is pursuing a complete reduction in starvation and goals
are being set annually for 2030. Starvation was being reduced every
year by fixing Goal and simultaneously, an action plan is being prepared every year keeping the SDG in mind.
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AGRICULTURE
& LIVESTOCK

Vermicomposting & Azolla farming training
DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVE

I

T

n today’s time, dependence on chemical fertilizer
has become more in order to get more production
and valuable crops, but its harmful effects are on
the farm and on human health. In order to reduce
the dependence of chemical fertilizer, the farmers
were being made aware of organic manure by
RSKS India. The use of organic manure increases
the fertilizing capacity of the fields and increases
production as well as is safe. Keeping this in view,
training of Vermin Compost and Azolla farming
was organized by RSKS India. In the one month
training, 70 women were given vermin compost
training and were taught to make organic manure.
The training was kept experimental and theoretical
in order to make it simple.
During the training, the women were taught to
create a vermin compost unit using the surrounding resources. Along with this project, training of
Azolla farming was also given to women. Azolla is
an animal feed. It is nutritious food for all animals
which give milk and it also increases the capacity
of milk those animals give. So the cattle rearing
women learned to make Azolla unit. Azolla has
high demand in the market. Women started it and
also earned from it.

o reduce the cost of crops by increasing the
capacity of the farms by promoting organic
fertilizers so that the farmers benefit.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. 2 training of Vermin Compost and Azolla

farming were organized in which 70 rural
farmer women participated.

2. Information about organic manure and

construction of 10 vermin compost units.

3. Training of animal feed Azolla and
construction of 6 azolla units.

4. Increase in use of organic manure
and employment.

5. Producing more by increasing the fertility
of the fields.
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DISASTER / RECOVERY
AND MANAGEMENT
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TOGETHER WE CAN:
INDIA FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19

R

SKS India always stands for the support of the community at the time of disaster
to spread humanity, whether it the flood in Kerala or an earthquake in Nepal or a
severe flood in western Rajasthan. RSKS India does relief work with full determination at the time of any disaster. Even in the hour of disaster due to Covid-19, RSKS
India was determined towards its work. RSKS team members were involved in relief
work while fulfilling moral duty. This work was being done in a phased manner by
the organization which included awareness program and ration distribution program.
The work done by the RSKS India in the period of covid-19 disaster is as follows:

1. Before lockdown awareness work
Keeping in view the safety of the community, RSKS India started public awareness
work before lock down. RSKS India did awareness work in rural, urban, slum
areas through posters, flip charts and workshops and educated 500 women, men
and children to ensure protection and safety measures from covid-19. Along with
this social distancing, regular hand washing and regular use of masks was advised.
People were encouraged by RSKS India to seek medical advice immediately if any
person in or around them becomes ill.

2. After lockdown awareness
RSKS India worked in order to fight against Covid-19. After the lock-down, RSKS
India went on to work effectively with full security and continued the awareness
work but in some different way.
RSKS India started spreading awareness of Covid-19 through phone calls at the time
of lock down. The team of RSKS informed 200 people daily about safety, security
and precaution from Covid-19 through a call and also explained the importance
of cleanliness and gave people a message to stay safe at home.
RSKS India used social media platforms as a weapon to spread awareness about
Covid-19. People were made aware through posters, videos, photos or awareness
slogans giving the message of safety and rescue.

3. Ration distribution work
Covid-19 was a disaster in which people faced many problems. Food is one of them.
To overcome this problem, food packets were distributed to the handicapped, daily
laborers, nomadic, deprived families by RSKS India. These food packets contained
flour, rice, spices, vegetable, lentils etc. 550 families were provided with ration for
their food security by RSKS India. In view of security and social distance, these food
material packets were sent door to door by the RSKS India.
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4. Mask making
Keeping in mind sanitation and safety, safety masks were made
by RSKS Organization. Making of safety masks from home made
clothes by women and young girls trained by RSKS India. 35 beneficiary women of RSKS India were involved in mask making work
& made 4500 safety masks and distributed them to the community
in the village itself. RSKS India created a peace by uniting women
who have made a small but significant contribution in the battle
against Covid-19 by making safety masks. These women also made
public aware by distributing safety masks in the village and gave the
message of regular using of masks.

5. CWDs Home Based Activity
_ and Follow Up
Consultation work was also being done by the RSKS India through
the phone calls with disabled. Every day 100 handicapped people
were being informed about the safety and security against Covid-19
through call by RSKS team members. Under this program, team
RSKS conducted home based activity with children with disabilities through video call. Under which children with disabilities and
their families were being taught to make handicapped child’s daily
activities accessible and gave them education through the color cards
and charts. Information about cleanliness and safety from Covid-19
was also being provided on video calls itself.

6. Together we can
This campaign was launched on 15 April by RSKS India in order to
spread awareness against covid-19 and it was organized at the national
level. People of all age were being encouraged in this campaign to
participate in this awareness campaign of Covid-19 and play their
active participation through poster, rangoli, my selfie and video
competition. People become a part of this campaign right from home.
In all the contests of this campaign, the winners were given more
than one lakh prize money/award and certificate by the organization.
RSKS India has reached 3.4 million people through this campaign.
Social Warrior Award was also a part of Together We Can campaign
which was specially awarded dedicated to all Corona Warriors.
In this hour of crisis, the warriors who performed their moral duties
regardless of his/her life will were honored by RSKS.

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS
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RECEIPTS & PAYMENT ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR
1 APRIL 2019 TO 31 MARCH 2020

RECEIPTS

AMOUNT

OPENING BALANCE:
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INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR
1 APRIL 2019 TO 31 MARCH 2020

PAYMENTS

AMOUNT

INCOME

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

2355150.00

OPENING BALANCE:
INTEREST ON BANK

AMOUNT

AMOUNT

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

2706800.00

SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD

1235611.00

EDUCATION

521124.00

SANITATION & ENVIRONMENT

202154.00

Cash at BANKS

2374965.18

SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD

1231186.00

Cash at HAND

6621.00

EDUCATION

447599.00

SANITATION & ENVIRONMENT

202154.00

Grants & Donation

CHILD RIGHTS & WELFARE

575322.00

Institutional & Corporate

1155268.52

CHILD RIGHTS & WELFARE

614397.00

DISABILITY

891014.00

International Organization

3478112.03

DISABILITY

930747.00

HEALTH

152905.00

Individual Donation

629182.00

HEALTH

171905.00

DISASTER

12800.00

Govt. Agency

237900.00

DISASTER

12800.00

AWARENESS & ADVOCACY

171786.00

Income Generation Activity

16285.00

AWARENESS & ADVOCACY

207601.00

Memberships Fees & others

70200.00

ADMINISTRATION

1068333.00

IN-KIND Donation

36000.00

STAFF WELFARE

39100.00

DEFICIT

2271667.11

FUNDRAISING

91275.00

IN-Kind Donation

36000.00

BANK CHARGES

1072.50

DEPRECIATION

122014.16

TOTAL

7960933.66

INTEREST ON BANK

66319.00

Grants & Donation

Institutional & Corporate

1360407.52

International Organization

3478112.03

ADMINISTRATION

966803.00

Individual Donation

629182.00

STAFF WELFARE

39100.00

FUNDRAISING

91275.00

OTHER EXPENSES

30821.00

IN-Kind Donation

36000.00

IN-KIND Donation

36000.00

Govt. Agency

237900.00

FIXED Assets

135926.00

Income Generation Activity

16285.00

BANK CHARGES

1072.50

Memberships Fees & others

378503.00

Cash at BANK

1224299.23

Cash at HAND

19082.00

TOTAL

8584294.73

TOTAL

8584294.73

TOTAL

66319.00

EXPENDITURE

7960933.66

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS
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RAJASTHAN SAMGRAH KALYAN SANSTHAN

EXPENDITURE BREAKDOWN

BALANCE SHEET AS ON 31 MARCH 2020

LIABILITIES

AMOUNT

ASSETS

AMOUNT

CORPUS FUND

3216226.31

FIXED ASSETS

578669.97

Less: Deficit

(2271667.11)

RESERVES & SURPLUS

200000.00

FUND & RESERVE

CURRENT ASSETS

77895.00

SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOOD

15.76%
6.64%
2.59%

CURRENT LIABILITIES

WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT

34.53%

EDUCATION
SANITATION &
ENVIRONMENT
CHILD RIGHTS &
WELFARE

7.85%
CASH & BANK

OUTSTANDING OTHER

50634.00

Cash at BANK

1224299.23

OTHER EXPENSE PAYABLE

704753.00

Cash at HAND

19082.00

TOTAL

1899946.20

TOTAL

1899946.20

DISABILITY

11.87%
2.19%
0.16%
2.65%

HEALTH
DISASTER
AWARENESS &
ADVOCACY
ADMINISTRATION

13.64%
0.50%
1.16%
0.46%

STAFF WELFARE
FUND RAISING
IN-KIND
DONATION

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS
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CREDIBILITY NORMS

INCOME BREAKDOWN

Distribution of Staff Based on Salary Levels
SLAB OF GROSS SALARY
PLUS BENEFITS PAID TO
STAFF (INR PER MONTH)

NO. OF MALE STAFF

NO. OF FEMALE STAFF

TOTAL STAFF

Less than 5,000

2

9

11

5,001 to 10,000

7

8

15

10,001 to 20,000

2

3

5

20,001 to 30,000

3

0

3

30,001 to 40,000

2

0

2

TOTAL

16

20

36

Paymentmade to consultants during 2019–20
HEAD OF ORGANIZATION
(INCLUDING HONORARIUM) – 1 PERSON

NO. OF CONSULTANTS

Less than 5,000

0

5,000 to 10,000

0

10,000 to 15,000

0

TOTAL

0

61.13%

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

20.31%

INSTITUTIONAL /
FOUNDATION / CSR

3.03%

MEMBERSHIP FEE & OTHER SOURCE

0.29%

INCOME GENERATION

Head of organization (Including honorarium) – 1 Person

3,80,000

4.18%

GOVT. GRANTS

Highest paid full time regular staff – CEO

3,80,000

11.06%

INDIVIDUAL DONATION

Lowest paid full time regular staff

21,000

Staff remuneration (Gross Salary + Benefits)
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ANNUAL REPORT
DESIGNED BY
EMPOWERED DESIGN
Empowered Design is a nonprofit that
provides pro-bono design/graphic
services to other nonprofits, activist
organisations and social enterprises.
Their aim is to inspire greater social
and environmental change by empowering nonprofits with enhanced
design and communication strategies.
This is achieved this by activating a
team of highly skilled students and
professionals, who work together to
create effective and impactful designs for charities.
Designer Amelia Ghali
Amelia (Mimi) Ghali is currently completing a Bachelor and Honours in
Communication Design at Swinburne
University in Melbourne, Australia.
Outside her studies, Amelia works
as a freelance designer and aims
to connect with clients from various
backgrounds. Some of her ongoing
jobs include work with start-up charities, small businesses/stores and
local musicians.

If you would like design
material developed for your
nonprofit, social enterprise or
activist organization please
contact us via;
empowereddesign.org
Instagram: empowereddesign_
Facebook: empowereddesign.org
Email: info@empowereddesign.org

TOGETHER WE CAN
AGAINST COVID-19
Mask: Wear to Save Everyone

Follow Us at @RSKSINDIA

Rajasthan Samgrah Kalyan Sansthan

Phone & Fax No: +91 145 2693094

5-C ‘’Ehsaas’’ Somalpur Road,

Mobile: +91 9829007690

Chandra Vardai Nagar

Email: RAJSKL1992@gmail.com

Ajmer (Rajasthan) PIN- 305001

Website: www.rsksindia.ngo

